E-PoC for Android & iOS
Professional Smartphone / Tablet E-PoC Application

- Presence Check
- Lone-Worker Protection
- Instantaneous Communication
- Map For Locating Users

www.entel.co.uk/smartphone
Entel's E-PoC Smartphone App combined with E-PoC Dispatcher and DN400 series E-PoC radios, enables you to communicate with, locate, manage and ensure the safety of your mobile workforce.

**Practically Unlimited Range**
Using Entel’s E-PoC app enables your Smartphone to make instantaneous PTT calls over Cellular & Wi-Fi networks to other E-PoC Smartphones, DN radios and Entel’s E-PoC Dispatcher.

**No Limitations**
Entel’s E-PoC app enables your workforce to make a practically unlimited number of simultaneous Push-To-Talk Group or Individual calls.

**No License, No Interference!**
There’s no need for a radio license and best of all you won’t suffer channel interference from other radio users.

**Scalable**
Entel’s simple and flexible pricing options can be adapted to your business needs. There are no heavy up-front infrastructure or ongoing site / line rental, IP link or license costs to worry about.
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**Key Features**

- Instantaneous group calls
- Instantaneous one-to-one calls
- Priority calling (call interrupt)
- Emergency call and Lone Worker Protection*
- Mapping with GPS location
- GPS history tracker
- GPS route
- Voice recording and call history
- Instantaneous messaging
- Practically unlimited range
- Practically unlimited simultaneous calls
- No expensive license fees or infrastructure

*Optional features
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**Presence Check**
With the E-PoC app your Smartphone will indicate which users are online.

**Cross Platform Communications**
Entel’s E-PoC Smartphone app forms part of a solution that can unify your mobile communications. Other products in the range include a PC Dispatcher App, DN400 radios and Radio Gateway (allowing connection with existing radio systems), everyone can talk together at the press of a button.

**Lowest Call Latency**
Entel’s radios, apps, servers and SIMs have all been optimised to deliver call latency times equivalent to DMR.

**Emergency Features**
Entel’s E-PoC Smartphone app support an emergency button, Lone-Worker and Man-Down features with automatic transmission of the user’s precise location.

**Always On**
Entel’s E-PoC application runs in the background providing instant Individual and Group PTT voice communications as well as messaging that are confined to your organisation.
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**Contact**
For more information about our products, please contact us:
Entel UK, 320 Centennial Avenue Centennial Park, Elstree, Borehamwood, Hertfordshire WD6 3TJ, United Kingdom

+44 (0)20 8236 0032  info@entel.co.uk  entel.co.uk